UK Taekwon-Do Association

ONLINE OPEN PATTERNS CHAMPIONSHIP 2021

Enter online by midnight on 24th January 2021
FREE TO ENTER

This event is open to all ages 9th Kup and above.

The competition will require some Colour belts to enter one ITF pattern of their choice. Red belts and Blackbelts are required to enter their choice ITF pattern (from their grade) and the compulsory ITF pattern for their grade.

We hope you will all embrace this event, and help bring our ITF and UKTA community a little closer in these continued difficult times.

See below for details and information regarding this Championship entry.
Registration – Open from 7th January to 24th January 2021
Broadcast scheduled – 6th (Colour belts) and 7th (Black belts) February 2021

Online Entry Form
Each competitor will enter via
https://online.taekwondo-itf.com/

General Information, Rules and Regulations
Participants register for the championship online and submit (upload) One or Two videos with the patterns they perform. The first is their Choice Pattern (up to their grade), the second is the compulsory. This is grade dependant, please see the Category list below.

After the registration deadline, the blind draws are made and published on the tournament webpage. On the day of the championships, at a fixed time, umpires login to a specially designed online platform, watch the videos of athletes competing in pairs and score points in a conventional way on the handheld scoring devices. The championships will be broadcast online via the official NGB’s websites.
To register for this online event, please, follow the instructions:

1. Visit the ITF Online Platform at https://online.taekwondo-itf.com/

2. Select YOUR COUNTRY from the "Running Tournaments" list.

3. Click "Create new account" and fill out the registration form.

4. Confirm that you are not a robot (by reCAPTCHA) and click "Create new account"

5. Select your category - click on "Sign Up"

6. Upload your video (max. 2 videos), by clicking "Upload your video". Click "Choose File" and click "Upload". After the video is uploaded, click "Save". **NOTE: THE Choice Pattern is to be loaded First.**

7. If you selected the wrong category by mistake, press "Leave" and select the correct category again.
**Video production requirements**

1. The camera should be positioned in landscape and fixed straight in front of the athlete in the starting position.

2. The camera should be placed at a height of 110-130 cm from the ground and sideways (16:9) if a mobile phone is used (approximately at the height of the eyes of a referee who is sitting in a chair).

3. The distance of the camera from the athlete should allow the athlete to remain within the frame during the pattern execution, but not too far that they cannot be seen clearly.

4. No zoom is allowed on the athlete's movements.

5. If during the execution of a technique the athlete goes out of the frame, the camera can be panned to follow the athlete, but it cannot zoom in or move from the original point.

6. The athlete should try to choose a space which allows them to perform the technique without interruption and obstacles.
7. The athlete must wear a Dobok.

8. The athlete must be barefoot.

9. The video should have sound (the athlete's breath control must be clear).

10. The video must be uninterrupted and may not be a compilation of any kind. Otherwise, the athlete will be disqualified.

11. Any interference or enhancements of the video are prohibited and deviations from the following Presentation Process will be disqualified.
Presentation process

Each performance should follow this order:

1. Video starts at “Charyot, Kyong-Ye”

2. The athlete greets “Taekwon”

3. The athlete takes the “Junbi” position for the pattern which will be performed

4. Performance starts

5. After the pattern is completed and after shouting the name of the pattern, the athlete returns to the “Junbi” position and waits 2-3 seconds in this position.

6. End of the video.
Categories

CHILDREN – Colour Belts

1. 9th, 8th and 7th Kup ages Under 10 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
2. 9th, 8th and 7th Kup ages Under 10 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
3. 6th and 5th Kup ages Under 10 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
4. 6th and 5th Kup ages Under 10 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
5. 6th and 5th Kup ages 10 – 13 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
6. 6th and 5th Kup ages 10 – 13 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
7. 6th and 5th Kup ages 10 – 13 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
8. 4th and 3rd Kup ages Under 13 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
9. 4th and 3rd Kup ages Under 13 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
10. 2nd and 1st Kup ages Under 13 years Male – Choice Pattern & DAN GUN
11. 2nd and 1st Kup ages Under 13 years Female – Choice Pattern & DAN GUN
12. 9th, 8th and 7th Kup ages 14 – 17 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY  
13. 9th, 8th and 7th Kup ages 14 – 17 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY  
14. 6th and 5th Kup ages 14 – 17 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY  
15. 6th and 5th Kup ages 14 – 17 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY  
16. 4th and 3rd Kup ages 14 – 17 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY  
17. 4th and 3rd Kup ages 14 – 17 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY  
18. 2nd and 1st Kup ages 14 – 17 years Male – Choice Pattern & WON HYO  
19. 2nd and 1st Kup ages 14 – 17 years Female – Choice Pattern & WON HYO
ADULTS – Colour Belts

20. 9th, 8th, and 7th Kup 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
21. 9th, 8th, and 7th Kup 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
22. 6th and 5th Kup 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
23. 6th and 5th Kup 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
24. 4th and 3rd Kup 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
25. 4th and 3rd Kup 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
26. 1st and 2nd Kup 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern & JUNG GUN
27. 1st and 2nd Kup 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern & JUNG GUN

VETERAN – Colour Belts

28. 9th, 8th, 7th, 6th and 5th Kup 40+ years Male/Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
29. 4th, 3rd, 2nd and 1st Kup 40+ years Male – Choice Pattern ONLY
30. 4th, 3rd, 2nd and 1st Kup 40+ years Female – Choice Pattern ONLY
CHILDREN – Black Belts

31. 1st Dan 11 – 13 years Male – Choice Pattern & HWA RANG
32. 1st Dan 11 – 13 years Female – Choice Pattern & HWA RANG

TEENAGERS – Black Belts

33. 1st Dan 14 – 17 years Male – Choice Pattern & DO SAN
34. 1st Dan 14 – 17 years Female – Choice Pattern & DO SAN
35. 2nd Dan 14 – 17 years Male – Choice Pattern & GE BAEK
36. 2nd Dan 14 – 17 years Female – Choice Pattern & GE BAEK
37. 3rd Dan 14 – 17 years Male – Choice Pattern & EUI AM
38. 3rd Dan 14 – 17 years Female – Choice Pattern & EUI AM
ADULTS – Black Belts

39. 1st Dan 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern & YUL GOK
40. 1st Dan 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern & YUL GOK
41. 2nd Dan 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern & CHOONG MOO
42. 2nd Dan 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern & CHOONG MOO
43. 3rd Dan 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern & CHOONG JANG
44. 3rd Dan 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern & CHOONG JANG
45. 4th Dan 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern & SAM IL
46. 4th Dan 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern & SAM IL
47. 5th and 6th Dan 18 – 39 years Male – Choice Pattern & UL-JI
48. 5th and 6th Dan 18 – 39 years Female – Choice Pattern & UL-JI
VETERAN – Black Belts

49. 1st, 2nd and 3rd Dan 40+ Male – Choice Pattern & TOI GYE
49. 1st, 2nd and 3rd Dan 40+ Female – Choice Pattern & TOI GYE
51. 4th, 5th and 6th Dan 40+ Male – Choice Pattern & KWANG GAE
51. 4th, 5th and 6th Dan 40+ Female – Choice Pattern & KWANG GAE